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I. INTRODUCTION
What distinguishes the barrister from the insurance adjuster? The real estate conveyancer from the real estate agent?
Tradition! [See Note 1 below]
[A]ll invented traditions, so far as possible, use history as a legitimator of action and cement of group cohesion.... All historians, whatever else the objectives, are engaged in this process inasmuch as they contribute, consciously or not, to the creation, dismantling and restructuring of images of the past which belong not only to the world of specialist investigation but to the public sphere of man as a political being. [See Note 2 below]


Lawyers are history buffs, much enamoured with the traditions of their profession. Some may look to history for solace or for inspiration: the retreat to an objective and knowable past which speaks to the uncertainties of the present by providing proof incontrovertible that the entire cultural logic of our civilization mandates a particular form of professional organization, training or conduct. Others may look to history for critique, perhaps recalling the adage that those who forget history, who fail to heed its "lessons," are condemned to repeat it. [See Note 3 below]
There are also, no doubt, skeptics who wonder what possible contemporary relevance there can be in the actions or thoughts of long-dead lawyers.

Note 3: G. Santayana, The Life of Reason; Reason in Common Sense (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1905) at 284: "Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it."
This last position, I have to admit, is one to which I am drawn. Though I hope there is good reason to study history - and the histories of legal professions in particular -- it seems to me to be both naive and wildly optimistic to seek a singular moral "truth" in history. It is absurd to think that history repeats itself if only because, as every litigator and every expositor of legal doctrine knows all too well, no fact situation or problem ever repeats itself in exactly the same way as it appeared before. Even were this plausible, events can never recur because historical context itself changes. Nineteenth century London or New York is not the same place as late twentieth century Calgary or St. John's. Winnipeg in 1919 is not the same place as Edmonton in 1989. Edmonton in June 1995 is not the same as Edmonton in June 1994. The past -- even the recent past -- is always a foreign place. We can read travelogues but can never go there. We may remember but can never investigate first-hand. It is a foreign place that can never be known. Anyone who has booked a package holiday or returned to an old haunt knows this to be true. If you can never "go home," you most assuredly cannot fully know the past.

II. THE IMPORTANCE OF PROFESSIONAL MYTH

History is not however irrelevant. The stories told about the past speak powerfully to the self-image of the storyteller. Collective stories define collective identities. Speaking about the past, we make ourselves for the present and project a future. The great Canadian cultural figure Northrop Frye explained,

We move in time with our backs to what's ahead and our faces to the past, and all we know is in a rear-view mirror....

The question "Where are we going?" assumes that we already know the answer to the question "Where are we now, and how did we get here?". We certainly don't know the answer to that one, and in fact all our really urgent, mysterious and frightening questions have to do with the burden of the past and the meaning of tradition. [See Note 4 below]


All of this would remain rather abstract and esoteric were it not the case that Canada's lawyers are, in fact, energetic purveyors of historical myth. The principle oracles of mythic knowledge are professional associations and mysterious communications from lawyers who have passed on to the glory of the judicial bench.

In speaking of professional "myths" it will, I hope, be understood that I am using that term in a quite precise way. I do not in the least intend to offend. The term carries no pejorative connotation and I certainly do not wish to be taken as implying anything at all resembling bad faith or a dissembling attitude on the part of professional apologists. Rather, I am content in understanding "mythology" as the active and communal process of "building worlds out of words." [See Note 5 below] Lawyers, like novelists, journalists, poets, comedians or scholars, are word-spinners. As such, we are simultaneously liege man to and Empress of the cultural uses and social functions of language. "Nobody," according to Frye, "can create, think or even act outside the mythology of his time, but a mythology is not some kind of prison; it is simply the whole body of material we work with. Like science, it is being recreated all the time, partly by critics and scholars and partly by literature itself, because every new writer recreates something already in literature." [See Note 6 below]

Note 5: Ibid. at 185.


The task for lawyers cannot then be to transcend myth. It is futile to seek some objective "truth" beyond the bounds of place, time and culture - myth. We should however expect more rather than less thoughtful professional myth-making. Our most immediate goal should be to resist sanctifying our own unexamined assumptions. If we do not do this, we risk the wilful suppression of knowledge and descent into an abyss walled by "a complete and mostly phony mythology, made up of cliché and prejudice and stock response...." [See Note 7 below]

Note 7: Frye, ibid.
professional culture which distinguish common law from civilian traditions in Canada. Even so limited, there is
certainly room for a more comprehensive exploration of myth in Canadian lawyers' professional rhetoric. This
project might have been -- probably should have been -- expanded so as to encompass sources such as judicial
pronouncements, academic writings, Street Legal, jury addresses, newspaper articles, "talking head" television
interviews, and so on. That too, however, is much beyond the ambit of this article. Much less do I hope to explore
the deeper "mythologies of modern law" which may at a much more profound level ground European-derived legal
systems in their entirety. [See Note 8 below]


After identifying the major outlines of contemporary professional myth in Canada, I will critique the composite I
have sketched. The point of reference in developing this critique will be the growing body of literature on the history
of the legal profession which has been produced during the past two decades or so. My purpose is not to present
"objective" historical fact against professional myth but only to illustrate the ways in which commonplace narratives
are cluttered with unfounded prejudices, assumed histories, cliché, prejudice and stock-response. To appropriate
Peter Fitzpatrick's language for purposes of my own, I seek here to subvert portions of received narratives "by
heightening the contradictions and suppressions involved in their construction." [See Note 9 below]

Note 9: Ibid. at 13.

III. CONTEMPORARY LAWYERS' MYTHOLOGIES

Although anthropology and other human sciences abound with competing definitions of "myth," a number of
components recur with some frequency:

(1) Myths are often stories dealing with "origins and identity, and in particular here with the
origins and identity of a group or a people."
(2) Myth often provides "the basis for claiming ... a superiority for the group."
(3) "The point of origin is sacred -- set apart, made transcendent and beyond encompassing in
profane experience."
(4) "Such a self-generating, sacred force imposes and sustains an order from above. The
ability to do this is often transferred in part to agents such as the first man made in the
image of God."
(5) Agents and forces mediate between the sacred and the profane. "Such mediations locate
the profane, mortal world within the sacred, providing members of the group with
guidance and orientation to a reality which is perceived and lived through myth."
(6) "Myth both sets the limits of the world, of what can be meant and done, and transcends
these limits in its relation to the sacred."
(7) Contradictions and incoherencies might be obfuscated by "placing contradictory elements
in distinct but related myths.... This is a relation of dependence of a myth on other myths
for the revelation of its 'full' meaning." [See Note 10 below]

Note 10: Ibid. at 15-16.

Most of these elements of "myth" recur with some frequency in Canadian professional apologetics. [See Note 11
below] Professional apologetics is constructed within a web of interconnecting myths relating to self-regulation,
independence of the profession, adversarial justice and public service.

Note 11: So as to avoid causing offence I emphasize that I employ this term in a sense parallel to that in which one
would speak of "Christian apologetics" connoting "argumentative defence" or "justification" rather than "excuse."

IV. A NOTE ON SOURCES OF PROFESSIONAL MYTHOLOGY

In seeking out contemporary accounts of professionalism I conducted a mail survey of lawyers' professional
organizations across Canada. [See Note 12 below] Each was approached with a request for information covering just
about any sort of considered statement relating to the role of the legal profession in Canadian society. Specifically, I
asked these organizations to provide me with copies of any documents such as "position papers, submissions to
government commissions, public education pamphlets or such-like" speaking to any of the following sorts of matters:
Note 12: The Law Society of Yukon; The Law Society of Northwest Territories; Federation of Law Societies of Canada; Law Society of British Columbia; The Law Society of Alberta; The Law Society of Saskatchewan; The Law Society of Manitoba; The Law Society of Upper Canada; Barreau du Québec; Chambre de Notaires du Québec; The Law Society of New Brunswick; Nova Scotia Barrister's Society; The Law Society of Prince Edward Island; The Law Society of Newfoundland; Canadian Bar Association.

- the social role of the legal profession,
- professional ethics,
- principles of self-regulation and/or the independence of the legal profession,
- the adversarial process,
- the public service orientation of a profession or the meaning of "professionalism"
and so on.

The sort of material that would be helpful to me relates to policy assessments, public statements or philosophical positions rather than the "hands-on" work that all professional organizations in Canada engage in with respect to the development of ethical codes or the application of rules in particular cases.

In all cases letters were addressed to the chief executive officer of the professional association as indicated in the 1994 British Columbia lawyer's telephone directory.

The responses have been varied. Four professional organizations responded with brief letters indicating that they have not prepared any such documents. [See Note 13 below] The Nova Scotia Barristers' Society explained that, as "a small society, we tend to rely on the work of the larger jurisdictions to assist us in this area" [See Note 14 below] but kindly provided me with a draft "objects clause" then under active consideration and with a copy of their new Legal Ethics Handbook. The Law Society of Saskatchewan sent me four publicity pamphlets [See Note 15 below] and I received an extremely interesting, very helpful thirty-five page document prepared by the Law Society of Newfoundland. [See Note 16 below] The Law Society of British Columbia provided me with a copy of a paper prepared by its chief executive officer in 1993 and with a more recent "public briefing paper." [See Note 17 below] It has also been most helpful to me to be able to review the Submission of the Law Society of Manitoba in Response to the Law Reform Commission of Manitoba Discussion Paper on the Future of Occupational Regulation in Manitoba. [See Note 18 below]


Note 14: Letter of D.I. Pink to W.W. Pue (28 April 1994).

Note 15: Law Society of Saskatchewan and Canadian Bar Association (Saskatchewan Branch), "The Self Governing Profession. An Introduction to the Functions and Responsibilities of The Law Society of Saskatchewan and the Canadian Bar Association" (pamphlet) [hereinafter "The Self Governing Profession"]; Law Society of Saskatchewan, "Lawyer Referral Service" (pamphlet); Law Society of Saskatchewan, "Seniors Legal Assistance Service" (pamphlet); Law Society of Saskatchewan, "Understanding your Lawyer's Fee" (pamphlet).

Note 16: Law Society of Newfoundland, Brief to the Minister of Justice The Honourable Mr. Edward Roberts, Q.C. Submitted by: The Law Society of Newfoundland Re: Bill 55 - An Act to Amend the Law Society Act (May 1993) [hereinafter Brief to the Minister Newfoundland].


I received an interesting package from the Law Society of Alberta -- including the final report of their "Futures Committee," [See Note 19 below] an article by a former President of the Law Society of Alberta, [See Note 20 below] and other material. [See Note 21 below] I have on file copies of both an important government report and the law society's rather poorly constructed response -- a document which speaks powerfully to the ways in which professional rhetorics play in the world of myth. [See Note 22 below]
Note 19: Law Society of Alberta, Report of the Futures Committee (Calgary).


I am greatly indebted to the Barreau du Québec, [See Note 23 below] the Chambre des notaires du Québec, [See Note 24 below] the Law Society of Ontario ("Upper Canada") [See Note 25 below] and the Federation of Law Societies. [See Note 26 below] Each of these inundated me with voluminous and very interesting documentation of all sorts.


perspectives d'avoir au Québec (Montreal: Fides, 1989); Institut canadien d'administration de la justice, Séminaire national sur la responsabilité professionnelle (Octobre 1986); Ministère de la justice du Québec, Direction general des services judiciaires, l'éthique professionnelle envers... et contre tous (Montreal: Publications du Québec, 1981).


The Canadian Bar Association, in contrast, responded only with copies of three marginally relevant documents and a reference to two others. These were: "Mission Statement of the Canadian Bar Association" (adopted February 1992) [unpublished]; "Public Interest Intervention Policy" (April 1991) [unpublished]; "Public Interest Intervention in Canadian Courts: A Background Paper to the Intervention Policy of the Canadian Bar Association" (March 1991) [unpublished]; Code of Professional Conduct (Toronto: Canadian Bar Association, 1988); and Alternative Dispute Resolution: A Canadian Perspective (Toronto: Canadian Bar Association, 1989).

V. HISTORY AND MYTH IN CONTEMPORARY LAWYERS' DISCOURSE

History is everywhere in contemporary professional apologetics. It appears both as in-your-face explicit appeals to "history" as a source of legitimacy for the contemporary status quo and, much more subtly, through a series of cultural codings which are so well understood as to register subconsciously only. But register they do.

A. HISTORY "IN YOUR FACE"

Explicit appeals to "history" as a source of authority are found in law society publications from coast to coast. The Law Society of British Columbia, for example, recounts a number of historical tales in a public "briefing" document. It asserts that the contemporary structure of professional regulation in the province is "in keeping with the centuries-old tradition in England" and that "historically" the profession has been "given self-governing status because of society's belief that a lawyer cannot serve two masters." [See Note 27 below] Lawyering, we are told, is "a profession," not a mere "trade" because "a profession has, over many years" developed an ethical code. [See Note 28 below]

Note 27: Briefings, supra note 17 at 1.

Note 28: Ibid. at 3.
The Alberta law society makes a similar appeal to history, claiming that despite its origins in an Alberta statute of 1907, the late twentieth century law society is a direct successor to mysterious "origins of an independent legal profession" which "can be traced to England in early times." Despite the long history of First Nations governance in the territory that is now Alberta, despite two centuries of nominal control by a private corporation, despite the origins of "western Canada" as a central Canadian colony, despite the fact that Alberta was only created in 1905, the Alberta legal profession is quite precise in asserting its origins far, far away and long, long ago: "Historically the profession developed as a self-governing entity before there was any legislation and although there has been a legislative framework in Alberta since 1907, it reflects that which had traditionally existed." One presumes here that the reference to what "traditionally existed" does not refer to Peigan or Cree professional structures. [See Note 29 below] A dusty prairie town in 1907 cannot, one concludes, provide pedigree adequate to match the pretensions of the Alberta law society.

Note 29: Bishop Submission, supra note 22 at 8-9. Following this astonishing historical assertion the document lapses into an entirely unintelligible discussion of differences between "self-regulatory" organizations and "delegated regulatory" organizations.

The Manitoba law society takes pride in the independence of the legal profession manifest in "a long history and tradition of self-governance" which is "rooted in the English common law." [See Note 30 below] Saskatchewan modestly informs us only that "[h]istorically self government is rooted in the notion that a lawyer cannot serve two masters" and, therefore, that independence is "for the benefit of the client and the public, not the lawyers." [See Note 31 below] More modestly still, the New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island legal professions have produced no internal studies or public documents whatsoever that speak to matters of professional organization, independence of the legal profession or self-governance. Despite a long, impressive and relatively well-researched history, [See Note 32 below] the Nova Scotia Barristers' Society has produced only a draft "objects clause" emphasizing that the "regulatory role of the Society ... has a long history and a mandate that has evolved over the years." [See Note 33 below] Newfoundland has produced an interesting document generally reiterating the argument that "lawyers have been viewed as standing between the government and private citizens" and, therefore, that lawyers must be "completely independent of government." [See Note 34 below]

Note 30: Manitoba Response, supra note 18 at 3.


Note 33: Nova Scotia Barristers' Society, "The Objects of the Society" (Halifax: Nova Scotia Barristers' Society, 1993) 3 (draft "objects clause").

Note 34: Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 6.

Not the least modest or self-effacing, the Ontario law society has proved to be by far and away the most important producer of lawyer's histories in common law Canada. Several of its texts have entered into the Canadian canon of professional apologetics and a number of ideas first developed in Law Society of Upper Canada documents have popped up at various places in Canada with some frequency. In the November 1993 draft Proposed Role Statement,
the Ontario law society invokes history frequently and powerfully. [See Note 35 below] The date 1797 appears twice on page four, then on pages eight, ten, eleven (note twelve), and repeatedly in the three appendix pages where An Act for the better Regulating the Practice of the Law (U.K.), 37 Geo. III, c. 12 is "translated" into contemporary language and then reproduced in full (the translation itself is interesting, involving as it does the representation of a monarchical and committedly anti-democratic Imperial authority as the epitome of late twentieth century democratic constitutionalism). Overall three full pages of this seventeen page document are dedicated to a 1797 colonial statute, while that date appears five times over fourteen pages of the principle text -- suggesting greater antiquity and a much higher degree of commitment to it than any other Canadian jurisdiction!

Note 35: Proposed Role Statement, supra note 25.

In its Presentation to the Standing Committee on the Ombudsman, the Ontario law society dedicates fully two pages to the "History and Responsibilities of the Law Society." [See Note 36 below] "History" makes frequent reappearances thereafter. [See Note 37 below] An earlier document, the Ontario law society's Submission to The Professional Organizations Committee, is also replete with historical observations some of which, in turn, have entered the professional canon. This document informs us that "law" reflects the "community" but is "essentially conservative," [See Note 38 below] and that lawyers have an important and unique historical function (the "protection of rights"). [See Note 39 below] It makes a powerful claim to ancient English tradition, fusing the colonial professional association with "its origins in England" and arguing that this history serves to "demonstrate the close association between the administration of justice and, not only lawyers, but their governing bodies as well." "This association," it is said, "has continued for centuries." [See Note 40 below] A collection of huts on a swampy colonial shore cannot, it seems, provide pedigree adequate to match the pretensions of the Law Society of Upper Canada.

Note 36: Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 2-3.
Note 37: Ibid. at 8-9.
Note 38: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 1-2.
Note 39: Ibid. at 3; (subsequently cited in Ombudsman and Proposed Role Statement, supra note 25; and paraphrased without attribution in "Bishop Submission," supra note 22).
Note 40: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, ibid. at 3; (subsequently cited in Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 12).

A substantial portion of the first chapter of this report, headed "The Independence of the Legal Profession," addresses the history of the profession. [See Note 41 below] In addition to the above-cited remarks, this includes citation of Holdsworth on 250 years of (English) professional history. [See Note 42 below] an argument that the law society is not a "public" body despite its creation by statute [See Note 43 below] and a genuinely astonishing argument for continuity of institutional order from the 1300s through 1797 to the present. [See Note 44 below] Again fusing the histories of an Imperial and a colonial legal profession, this portion of the report concludes that [t]his historical review has established that the Bar in England and in Ontario grew independently of government and exercises responsibility of its own making; that it requested and obtained from government recognition and a legal framework within which it continues to discharge its functions; that this independence of the Bar is necessary to the independence of the Bench and to the freedom for the individual citizens.... Unless there is strong reason for change a structure which has evolved over centuries and which is working well should not be interfered with. [See Note 45 below]

Note 41: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, ibid. at 3-8.
Note 42: Ibid. at 3.
Note 43: Ibid. at 4-5.
Note 44: Ibid. at 5.
Note 45: Ibid. at 7-8. It is noteworthy that the history of "the bar" is here misadapted to apply to a contemporary profession composed largely of individuals doing work of sorts not traditionally associated with the barrister's profession.

One intelligent and carefully balanced address by a Treasurer of the Law Society of Upper Canada is also replete with historical reference, including several pages on "the origins of the modern legal profession in the European
Renaissance," [See Note 46 below] an invocation of the antiquity of lawyers' governing bodies in Canada -- "The history of the governing bodies in Canada is a long one, stretching back two hundred years..." [See Note 47 below] -- and an appeal to the Canadian "tradition" of relying on "the self-governing status of the legal profession" to ensure "the independence of lawyers." [See Note 48 below]

Note 46: Spence Address, supra note 26 at 2-5.
Note 47: Ibid. at 8.
Note 48: Ibid. at 7 (the same point is made in different words, ibid. at 5).

In summary, then, it is not hard to find explicit appeals to "history" in the writings of Canadian law societies and their officers. I expect that a more thorough survey of professional literature in general would reveal a deep substrata of historical references. The point here is not to analyze or assess the content of these historical arguments but simply to note the frequency with which they appear. One suspects that there would be much less frequent appeals to either ancient English history or to the continuity of Canadian tradition in other professions such as nursing, teaching, engineering or dental hygiene. The professional organizations of physicians, surgeons, psychiatrists and psychologists are, of course, generally content to overlook the quack theories and brutal bodily assaults which have constituted their "respectable practice" in times past! Law alone celebrates, relishes and revels in a vision of the past.

The past which lawyers celebrate, however, is richer, more subtle and more pervasive than even this brief account of in-your-face professional histories would suggest. There is also a history "encoded" in professional rhetoric which contributes powerfully to our myths.

B. HISTORY ENCODED

Every litigator, historian, literary critic and legal historian knows well that language does not work in a simple, straight-forward or linear way. "[L]anguage is not," according to Mariana Valverde, "a transparent window giving access to the world but is rather itself a part of the world, a kind of object among objects...." [See Note 49 below] Words can communicate meaning more or less directly ("literally") or by complex interplays of images, associations or histories. Sometimes, perhaps invariably, the most simple statement communicates both sorts of meanings simultaneously.


Cultural context loads words with "slippages" whereby text apparently directed to one purpose simultaneously conveys meanings of quite another sort. [See Note 50 below] In all cultures -- including our own -- "certain images, words, or constellations or both [resonate] ... with pre-existing cosmologies...." [See Note 51 below] Meanings is carried through multiple series of representations in which there is no "one-to-one correspondence of signifier and signified" but rather socially shared attributions of meaning working by means of "complex metaphors and chains of metonymies" -- "complex relationships within each allegory and among different allegories/ symbols...." [See Note 52 below] Full understanding cannot be had at the surface level. "The meaning of texts is not contained within their boundaries; it can only be deciphered -- and the power relations constituted by it exposed -- through a thorough knowledge of the social context in which the texts were produced." [See Note 53 below]

Note 50: Ibid. at 13.
Note 51: Ibid. at 34.
Note 52: Ibid. at 41.
Note 53: Ibid. at 43. For a recent defence and application of the hermeneutic tradition in another context, see S. Cornell, "Moving Beyond the Canon of Traditional Constitutional History: Anti-Federalists, the Bill of Rights, and the Promise of Post-Modern Historiography" (1994) 12 L. & Hist. Rev. 1.

Obvious and simple though it is, this insight has produced powerful new approaches to the understanding of English literature, [See Note 54 below] history, [See Note 55 below] contemporary culture, [See Note 56 below] geography [See Note 57 below] and law. [See Note 58 below] Because, on this approach, understandings of text depend upon the reader's or audience's appreciation as well as the intent of an author or speaker, "real" meaning is elusive. Contextual understanding must however be sought. There is no meaning more "real."

Note 55: E.g. Valverde, supra note 49.


It is through such an appreciation of the ways in which language works that "encoded" histories can be identified throughout the literature of "professional apologetics." References to "liberty," personal freedom, or the "rule of law" infiltrate professional apologetics at every turn, producing linguistic slippages which lead the reader to quite wide-ranging associations -- all of them, not surprisingly, tending towards reinforcement of the professional status quo. To illustrate the ways in which these slippages work, it may be helpful to consider some sample quotations, followed by an account of the sorts of historical readings which are likely to be brought to these texts. First, the examples:

It may be trite to say that a free and independent legal system is a fundamental right in a free and democratic state. The dual components of any legal system are an independent judiciary and an independent bar. Without both, a legal system is not free, but is merely an agency designed to do the will of the state. [See Note 59 below]

Note 59: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 2 (this passage appears almost verbatim in "The Importance of Self-Governance," supra note 20 at 1-2).

It is to an independent legal profession that a citizen must look to address his or her grievances against the state or to protect his or her interests from excessive, unlawful or improper interference by the state. Therefore it is surely a fundamental public right to have access to a truly independent bar for those purposes. [See Note 60 below]

Note 60: "Bishop Submission," ibid. at 2-3 (this passage, too, appears almost verbatim in "The Importance of Self-Governance," ibid.).

The legal profession has a unique position in the community. The distinguishing feature is that alone among the professions it is concerned with protecting the personal and property rights of citizens from whatever quarter they may be threatened and pre-eminently against the threat of encroachment by the state. The protection of rights has been an historic function of the law and it is the responsibility of lawyers to carry out that function. [See Note 61 below]

Note 61: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 3 (cited in Proposed Role Statement, supra note 25 and Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 11 and substantially reproduced without attribution in "Bishop Submission," ibid. at 5, and again without attribution, in "The Importance of Self-Governance," ibid. at 1-2. These texts all closely follow words found in McRuer Commission, supra note 25.

Stress was rightly laid on the high value that free societies have placed historically on an independent judiciary, free of political influence on its decisions, and an independent bar, free to represent citizens without fear or favour in the protection of individual rights and civil liberties against incursion from any source, including the state. [See Note 62 below]

The necessity of the independence of the judiciary is well recognized. The significance of the independence of the profession is often not fully understood. The profession is the source and training ground of the judiciary. [See Note 63 below]

Note 63: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 3 (also cited in Ombudsman, ibid. at 12).

This historical review has established that ... independence of the Bar is necessary to the independence of the Bench and to the freedom for the individual citizens.... Unless there is strong reason for change a structure which has evolved over centuries and which is working well should not be interfered with. [See Note 64 below]

Note 64: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, ibid. at 7-8.

Since in a free and democratic society the legal profession stands between the government and the individual, it is important that the governing body of the legal profession remain totally independent of government. [See Note 65 below]

Note 65: Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 3.

It is recognized that an independent legal profession is essential to a democratic society. The Chief Justice of the Trial Division of the Supreme Court of Newfoundland, in addressing newly admitted members of the Bar has stated that:

"Officers of the Court assume a very solemn obligation to defend the independence of the judiciary at all times and when appearing as barristers, to follow the standard of ethical conduct which prevails amongst practising lawyers in this Province. Hand in glove with the independence of the judiciary goes the independence of the Bar. It therefore follows that the constitutional protection which guarantees the independence of the judiciary applies with equal certainty to the independence of the legal profession."

Lawyers have been viewed as standing between the government and private citizens who are directly impacted by the laws and regulations of government. Unless lawyers are completely independent of government, they cannot objectively interpret the laws and represent citizens in their interactions or conflicts with the laws and the government. [See Note 66 below]

Note 66: Ibid. at 6.

The legal profession has historically been given self-governing status because of society's belief that a lawyer cannot serve two masters. A lawyer who represents a client must have one allegiance and only one: the client's best interests. A lawyer who is accountable to government for his or her actions would inevitably let that relationship colour the handling of the client's affairs. It is a hopeless case of conflicting interests, and the loser is the client ... graphic examples from totalitarian countries.... Our legal system has always guaranteed the independence of the legal profession, not for the benefit of lawyers, but for the benefit of their clients ... the importance of the rule of law in a free and democratic society. [See Note 67 below]

Note 67: Briefings, supra note 17 at 1.

Such passages will, of course, be understood in many different ways by different types of readers. Let us assume however that they are directed to a reader from the common law provinces of Canada who has had some direct or indirect exposure to British constitutional history as that subject was popularly understood in early to mid-twentieth century Anglo-Canada (I am thinking of individuals whose primary exposure to history would be through potted high school versions or their equivalent) and who is complacent about or reasonably content with the current state of social, political and economic affairs in Canada -- someone, in other words, very like Anglo-Canada's political and
legal elite: white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant or agnostic, middle-aged, middle-class and, perhaps, male. The interpretive "grid" which overlays everything such a person reads involves a number of assumptions or working hypotheses about the way the world works and about what history has to say about human society.

His or her "pop" sociology and history might well be founded in the belief that there is no value greater than that of individual liberty (which might be valued either as a moral end in itself or because individual liberty is thought to promote economic, scientific or moral advance). Happily, our hypothesized reader has concluded that no country is more "free" (or, at least, not substantially more free) than Canada. We are fortunate to have attained, through a lengthy historical process of evolution, a unique combination of liberty and political stability. Canadians, our reader concludes, are heirs to a peculiarly British tradition of liberties which can be traced back at least as far as the Magna Carta. Over the centuries, an evolving British constitutionalism has seen the displacement of monarchical power by "democracy." This has happened, our reader thinks, without descent into the "lawlessness" that so many other countries have experienced when "mobs" have taken control through violent revolution (looking askance at this point across the English Channel and recalling with horror 1789). The "magic key," the "genius of the English people" is found in the peculiarly British notion of the "rule of law" which has developed over centuries to protect us from the pretensions of monarchs and the excesses of mobs alike. Under the "rule of law," the courts have been crucially important forums for the protection of liberties. In order for them to be able to do this, it has been of the utmost constitutional importance that English practice has established both the independence of the judiciary from the legislative and executive branches of government and the independence of the legal profession. In the result, Canadians are heirs and successors to a series of privileges and freedoms which together constitute the much celebrated "Englishman's birthright." These include security of property, freedom from foreign domination,... Freedom from absolutism (the constitutional monarchy), freedom from arbitrary arrest, trial by jury, equality before the law, the freedom of the home from arbitrary entrance and search, some limited liberty of thought, of speech, and of conscience, the vicarious participation in liberty ... afforded by the right of a parliamentary opposition and by elections ... as well as freedom to travel, trade, and sell one's own labour.... [See Note 68 below]


Taken together, "the rule of law was the distinguishing inheritance of the 'freeborn Englishman', and was his defence against arbitrary power...." [See Note 69 below] The bloodless and "Glorious Revolution" of 1688 has an important place in this cultural tradition not as a bold embrace of the future but as a restoration of ancient rights. [See Note 70 below]


Note 70: Supra note 68 at 94; see also G. Marquis, "In Defence of Liberty: 17th Century England and 19th Century Maritime Political Culture" (1993) 42 U.N.B.L.J. 69.

If anything even vaguely resembling this sort of historic consciousness can be presumed on the part of the readership of Canadian professional apologetics, it is apparent that an encoded history is all-pervasive in the
informational pamphlets, informal statements and considered arguments produced by lawyers' organizations in Canada. While the "British liberties" theme occasionally touches down with concrete historical reference (to Magna Carta or to 1688), for the most part encoded histories register in popular consciousness only through knowledge that the heirs to British constitutionalism are the most free peoples in the world. The repeated references to England take on a heightened poignancy here. British tradition is invoked not merely as the imperial source of our institutions but also because England constitutes a conceptual apex of liberties -- a sort of end-point of history: more free, more stable, more developed, more pristine than any other human society at any other time or place (except, perhaps, us now). The tradition invoked is white, not red; occidental, not oriental; free, not absolutist; European, not African; and, importantly, English, not French!

In celebration of British achievement, multiple "others" are constructed as unenlightened, illogical, inferior or simply dangerous. "British liberties" always invokes in the reader memories of a dangerous counter-example; the reader however being left to fill in the blank on his or her own, as it were. The genius of Alfred Hitchcock and professional apologists alike lies in consistently acting upon the knowledge that an audience can be more effectively terrorized by suggestion than by graphic, detailed, hysterical portrayal. Thus, for example, simple and seemingly straightforward assertions to the effect that without an "independent bar" the entire legal system is transformed into an instrument of the state [See Note 71 below] does not merely communicate a political belief but also conjures up ghosts of oppressive states throughout history. Depending on the reader, the image which moves to the foreground may be that of Stalin, Castro, Hitler, Mussolini, Idi Amin, the Pope, George III, Louis XIV, General Cedras, Napoleon, Chairman Mao, Richard Nixon, the generals of Latin America, Ollie North or Charles II. [See Note 72 below] All of these -- and many more -- lurk in the background for our supposed reader. Rather than appearing as weakness, the imprecision of encoded historical reference is a source of great power: presumed alternative histories are called to mind instantly and in infinite variation. Like Orwell's terrifying "room 101," professional myth intimidates through confident knowledge that "[t]he worst thing in the world varies from individual to individual." [See Note 73 below] "But for" an independent bar, Canada might not have escaped any number of unnamed horrors of despotism and revolution.

Note 71: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 2.
Note 72: A British Baptist's view on Charles II is provided in R.E. Cooper, From Stepney to St. Giles: The Story of Regent's Park College, 1810-1960 (London: Carey Kingsgate Press, 1960) at 11: "What happened became known as the Restoration. It was a restoration indeed; the restoration of a capricious monarchy, albeit at the invitation of Parliament, and a spirit of intolerance which put the clock back to the days of Charles I and Archbishop Laud. What his father lacked in wisdom, the new king supplied in cunning."

The implication that the present set of institutional arrangements in Canada is both the logical endpoint of developments within a long tradition of "British liberties" and that this tradition is better than any developed by lesser peoples, including those south of the forty-ninth parallel, [See Note 74 below] is irresistible. Many of the statements reproduced above encode historical narratives of just this sort and several of these have entered into the emergent canon of professional utterances on these matters. [See Note 75 below] Inferentially, of course, critics of the status quo have either chosen to side with Stalin, Hitler and Charles II or are simply too uninformed to know any better.

Note 74: Scott Address, supra note 26 at 26.
Note 75: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 2-3, 5; Report of Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 3, 7-8; Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 3; Briefings, supra note 17 at 1.

While at least two law societies have explicitly raised the spectre of "graphic examples from totalitarian countries" [See Note 76 below] it is, on the whole, unnecessary to do so. Simply reminding the reader that Canada is a "free and democratic society" and that the legal profession in this country is organized in a certain way is sufficient to call forth a whole range of such associations. When some, such as Mr. Justice Estey, imply that a free legal profession is the principle bulwark protecting us from unspeakable horrors ("in a free society ... [there is] no area more sensitive than the independence ... of the members of the bar" [See Note 77 below]) they render explicit only a portion of the meanings found in "history encoded." [See Note 78 below]

Note 76: Briefings, ibid. at 1. See the more subtle development of this theme by citation of international Human Rights work focusing on lawyers in Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, ibid. at 9-10; see also B.F. Ralph, "Law
Societies Can they Meet the Need of the Public? A Canadian Point of View" (1993) at 12-13 [unpublished], explaining the need to educate the public as to "the importance of the independence of the legal profession" in light of "dramatic and tragic incidents" reported in Centre for the Independence of Judges and Lawyers of the International Commission of Jurists, Attacks on Justice (Geneva: International Commission of Jurists, 1992).


Note 78: A further development of these ideas would require an assessment of British views of the superiority of their structures by comparison with those across the Channel (particularly in France) or across the Atlantic in the revolutionary colonies and, inferentially, of Anglo-Canadian perceptions of Quebec. The ideas canvassed by R. Young, White Mythologies: Writing History and the West (London: Routledge, 1990), might well prove to be invaluable in accessing the embedded histories in professional apologetics as in other sorts of literature.

C. THE MYTH IN AGGREGATE

It is, I hope, apparent from the above that "histories" of both the "in-your-face" and "encoded" varieties pervade professional apologetics in Canada. A very large portion of such literature is dedicated to one form or another of historical assertion rather than contemporary policy argumentation. Indeed, it could be said with very little fear of contradiction that such "policy" arguments as appear in these writings are so coloured by encoded histories as to amount to little more than historical myth in disguise.

Many features of the generalized historical "myth" as it appears in common law Canada will be apparent from the passages which have been quoted or described above. A sort of aggregate myth emerges which can be compared with what historians of the legal profession have been finding in Canada and elsewhere. In summary, the historical portrait Canadian legal professions draw of themselves looks something like this:

(1) a centuries-old English tradition requires that lawyers be governed by a body of other lawyers organized, as it happens, much in the fashion of any Canadian law society. [See Note 79 below] In this respect Canadian lawyers are heirs to the amalgamated traditions of all English legal professions. In particular, we are heirs to the combined traditions of the English bar and the solicitors' profession, there being no distinction of importance between these two traditions.

Note 79: Briefings, supra note 17 at 1; Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 5-7.

(2) Despite the existence of statutes which appear to have created the possibility of self-governing legal professions (1885 or 1907 in Alberta; 1797 or 1822 in Ontario), the true origins of independent legal professions in Alberta and Ontario are to be found in private institutions in England in early times. There is a direct (though unexplained) continuity from ancient English institutions which were not created by the state through to modern Canadian law societies. [See Note 80 below]

Note 80: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 8-9; Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, ibid. at 3 (also cited in Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 12); Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, ibid. at 5-6. James Spence partially defers to this position in asserting that "our governing bodies ... are recognized or created by statute...." (Spence Address, supra note 26 at 8).

A more developed, scholarly, and nuanced assessment ultimately falls into this category: D.T. Anderson, "The Legal Profession and the Public Interest" in C. Harvey, ed., The Law Society of Manitoba, 1877-1977 (Winnipeg: Peguis Publishers, 1977) 1. Professor Anderson argues against any form of government regulation of the profession, stressing continuity of professional form from the ancient English Inns to the modern Manitoba legal profession (ibid. at 2-3); he argues in favour of monopoly of the legal profession to remedy alleged market failures (ibid. at 19); and he asserts that the liberties of subjects depend on a self-regulating legal profession (ibid. at 16-17, 20-21). The tenor of Professor Anderson's argument is captured in the following passage:

It is often asserted or implied that a profession is the creation of the state and all of its powers and privileges are delegated to it by the state. It will be suggested below that while this may ultimately be true ... in the case of the legal profession at least this is a gross over-simplification, misleading in its tendency, of an historical evolution in which a complex relationship has been maintained between the profession, the courts, and the executive arms of the state. (ibid. at 10).

In Ontario, at any rate, the courts seem to have renounced any interpretation of history which might have the effect of "constitutionalizing" contemporary professional organization. In Re: Klein and the Law Society of Upper Canada
(1985), 50 O.R. (2d) 118 at 157 (Div. Ct.), Callaghan J. said: "The Law Society is a statutory authority exercising its jurisdiction in the public interest and is not, as was suggested in argument, a private body whose powers derive from some vague form of contract or articles of association found in the mists of antiquity." (I am grateful to Dr. Andrew Brockett, Research Director, Law Society of Upper Canada, for drawing this to my attention.) Similarly, Regulating Professions and Occupations (Winnipeg: Manitoba Law Reform Commission, Report #84, October 1994) authoritatively rejects any notion that professional organizations are anything other than creatures of the state. This report, issued by a distinguished and highly respected team of law reform commissioners (Clifford Edwards, John Irvine, Gerald Jewers, Eleanor Dawson, Pearl McGonigal), provides extraordinary insights into contemporary professional regulation in Canada.

(3) The contemporary law society in British Columbia dates from 1884 and has since then enjoyed "full authority over lawyers and the practice of law in the province." [See Note 81 below] The Ontario law society, first recognized by Imperial statute in 1787, has had full power and authority to "discipline" lawyers in the jurisdiction since that time. [See Note 82 below] Canadian law societies routinely claim continuity of corporate existence since at least the time of their originating statute notwithstanding significant changes in the legislative framework of law society practice since that time.

Note 81: Briefings, supra note 17 at 1.
Note 82: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 6. Quoting the Law Society of Upper Canada's own minutes of 1833, involving the disciplinary process of "Doyle": "the power of degradation and expulsion as well as all other powers belonging to the Inns of Court in England are also by law vested in this Society." Although this in fact implies a limited and highly contested disciplinary power, this fact is not widely appreciated by Canadian law societies which have assumed a long-standing continuity of almost unconstrained power over their members.


(4) Because the law societies originate not in statute but in private bodies in the distant past in England, they are not "public" bodies. They do not, therefore, exercise public power. [See Note 83 below]

Note 83: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, ibid. at 4-7. This is contradicted in McRuer Commission, supra note 25, which asserted that "the granting of self-government is a delegation of legislative and judicial functions and can only be justified as a safeguard to the public interest." (quoted in Proposed Role Statement, supra note 25 at 8). See also Regulating Professions and Occupations, supra note 80.

Contra "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 9, arguing that law societies are created by statute as "self-regulatory" organizations rather than bodies exercising "delegated" powers. No authority is cited for this proposition.

(5) Law societies have been given "self-governing status" in order to protect lawyers -- and hence, their clients -- from control by "the state." [See Note 84 below] The state is the most fundamental and pervasive threat to individual rights and liberties; the historic and unique responsibility of lawyers is to protect "rights" (principally, one presumes, against encroachment by the state). [See Note 85 below]

Note 84: Briefings, supra note 17 at 1; "Bishop Submission," ibid. at 2-3, 5; "The Self Governing Profession," supra note 15 at 1.
Note 85: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 3 (cited in turn in Proposed Role Statement, supra note 25; Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 11; and paraphrased without attribution in "Bishop
(6) Freedom, democracy and the "rule of law" rest on the independence of lawyers from state control. [See Note 86 below] In some formulations, the need for independence is not expressed in relation to the state only: "It has long been recognized that lawyers must be independent of external influence and pressure if they are to carry out their responsibilities properly." [See Note 87 below] In one formulation: "It is the process of independent advocacy in individual cases ... that has raised us up from slavery." [See Note 88 below]

Note 86: Briefings, supra note 17 at 1; "Bishop Submission," ibid. at 2; Estey J. in A.-G. v. L.S.B.C., supra note 77 (quoted in turn in "Bishop Submission," ibid. at 40; Spence Address, supra note 26 at 6; Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, ibid. at 6; Report of the Professional Organizations Committee, ibid. at 26 (cited in turn by Iacobucci J., in Pearlman, supra note 62 at 118-19; in Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, ibid. at 8 and also cited in Proposed Role Statement, ibid. at 4; Ombudsman, ibid. at 13)).

Note 87: Spence Address, ibid. at 4. Arguing in defence of an expansive interpretation of lawyers' monopoly in the provision of "legal services," the Law Society of Upper Canada adopted the position that "an economically sound legal profession at all levels is necessary if the profession is to be in a position to retain its independence not only from government intrusion but from over-reliance on a few clients and subservience to their demands." (Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 30). To similar effect, Taylor argues, in M.R. Taylor, "The Independence of the Bar" (1981) 39 Advocate 209 at 216 that "The bar must not only demand independence but must practice it. Members of the bar cannot afford to allow themselves to be dependent, whether on particular clients, or particular types of client, or a particular scale of remuneration. The bar must, of course, serve the public as a whole. It can do so only if individual members of the bar keep themselves free to discharge that obligation." [See Note 88 below]

Note 88: Taylor, ibid. at 209, as cited in "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 10 [emphasis omitted].

(7) Constitutional governance requires the existence of a self-governing, organized legal profession. [See Note 89 below] A "lawyer's right to practice and to earn a living" must rest "in the hands of his or her professional association." [See Note 90 below] The source of authority for this constitutional arrangement is unclear but is variously associated with the Glorious Revolution, [See Note 91 below] mysterious developments in England in the fourteenth century [See Note 92 below] or unnamed historical tradition.

Note 89: "Bishop Submission," ibid. at 8-9.
Note 90: Ibid. at 2.
Note 92: Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 5: "the English Inns of Court which find their origins well back in the fourteenth century were transported from the old country to the new, with the adaptation required to meet local conditions."

(8) An independent judiciary cannot exist without an independent bar. [See Note 93 below]

Note 93: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 2; Report of Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 26. This canonical passage is cited in turn by Iacobucci J. in Pearlman, supra note 62 at 118-19, cited in turn in Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 8; (also cited in Proposed Role Statement, supra note 25 at 13; Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 12, 13; Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 3).

(9) The independence of the legal profession is, for practical purposes, indistinguishable from the question of self-governance. "Self-governance" serves to ensure the independence of lawyers. [See Note 94 below]
The legal profession has, in the public interest, "over many years, developed a comprehensive code of ethical standards that its members must follow." [See Note 95 below]

Note 95: Briefings, supra note 17 at 3. In the Law Society of Saskatchewan formulation, “The feature which distinguishes a profession from a trade is that a profession has, over many years, developed a comprehensive code of ethical standards to which its members ascribe.” (“The Self Governing Profession,” supra note 15 at 5).

The governing bodies of the legal profession have historically acted to protect the public interest. [See Note 96 below]


Professional rhetoric routinely elides the legal profession and the legal system as a whole, as in the Law Society of Alberta assertion that "a mechanism or a policy for government interference or influence on the affairs of a self-governing legal system is an unjustified and unnecessary encroachment...." [See Note 97 below]

Note 97: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 22.

We have here several of the key elements of myth as identified earlier in this article. Lawyers' professional discourses provide an account of "origins and identity ... of a group" (the legal profession originates in England in ancient time); the myth provides "the basis for claiming ... a superiority for the group" (the legal profession is unique in protecting the rights of subjects); the point of origin is rendered sacred, transcendent (the continuity between twentieth century Canada and thirteenth century England) beyond profane experience (which, knowing no better, would seek "origins" only in provincial originating statutes). The frequency with which mythic origins are invoked in contemporary professional discourses well illustrates that, for lawyers, myth provides "guidance and orientation to a reality which is perceived and lived through myth.”

VI. POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF MYTH

Importantly, professional myth "sets the limits of the world, of what can be meant and done" in many ways and in all aspects of professional life. Any number of proposals with regard to the regulation of the legal profession have, in recent years, been said to contravene historically derived principles. These have included proposals for:

- any "transfer of regulation-making authority to the Lieutenant Governor in Council" [See Note 98 below] [including] "the authority of the Lieutenant Governor in Council to approve, amend, or enact regulations governing the day to day affairs of the legal profession...." [See Note 99 below]

Note 98: Ibid. at 12.

Note 99: Ibid. at 22. It is interesting that the Ontario law society on the other hand expresses pride in the fact that it is "accountable" to the public through mechanisms including an arrangement in which "regulations made by the Law Society are subject to approval by the Lieutenant Governor in Council." (Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 18).

- an "increase of Lay Benchers to one-third of the total Benchers" [i.e., five] in Newfoundland [See Note 100 below] or any increase in the number of Lay Benchers above two in Alberta. [See Note 101 below]

Note 100: Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 2, 13-14.

Note 101: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 11. There are now three non-lawyer benchers in Alberta.

- the appointment of Lay Benchers by the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council. [See Note 102 below]

Note 102: Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 3. This is, however, the method of appointment used in Ontario where it is thought to be appropriate to protect "the public interest" by the Law Society of Upper Canada (Proposed Role Statement, supra note 25 at 8). Saskatchewan and British Columbia also appoint lay-benchers in this way and executive appointment by one or another route is the norm in Alberta (A.-G. appointment), Prince Edward
Island (Executive council), the Northwest Territories ("Government"), and Yukon (Executive Council) (Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, ibid. at 11-12).

Note 103: Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, ibid. at 16. In sharp contrast, however, the Ontario law society has called for the creation of "the position of Complaints Commissioner to be appointed by a committee representative of the government, the Law Society and the public." (Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 21).

- abolishing the practice of naming "the Attorney-General [or the Registrar of the Supreme Court] as a bencher by virtue of Office." [See Note 104 below]

Note 104: Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, ibid. at 15.

- allowing direct appeal of decisions of disciplinary adjudication panels to the Court of Appeal, rather than through intermediate internal appeal to the Bencher as a whole. [See Note 105 below]


- granting complainants a right to appeal law society disciplinary decisions to the courts. [See Note 106 below]

Note 106: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 12.

- enacting legislation to establish a structure of regulation respecting contingency fees. [See Note 107 below]

Note 107: Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 18-22. The logic of the Law Society of Newfoundland on this point is interesting:

To the extent that this legislation would dictate or have an effect on the conduct of litigation before the Courts, it may infringe upon the freedom of the legal profession to conduct litigation or not as appropriate. If it can be said that this legislation would so infringe upon the independence of the legal profession by virtue of the fact that lawyers are officers of the Court, it may be said to consequently infringe upon the independence of the judiciary. (ibid. at 21-22).

- assigning responsibility for the overview of the legal profession to any minister of the Crown other than the Attorney-General. [See Note 108 below]


- holding counsel responsible for their undertakings regarding the allocation of court time (in this case a direction by the Court of Appeal of Alberta "that all counsel remain strictly within their estimated times for argument or face a personal penalty of costs associated with any resulting adjournments of any other appeals which had been set for consideration..." [See Note 109 below]).


- the adoption of a mechanism whereby the membership of the law society at large would participate directly in the approval of rules and regulations governing the profession. [See Note 110 below]

Note 110: "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 20.
- any narrowing of the protection of lawyers' economic monopoly provided under so-called "unauthorized practice" provisions. [See Note 111 below]

Note 111: Ibid. at 22.

- review of the law society by the provincial Ombudsman. [See Note 112 below]

Note 112: Ombudsman, supra note 25 at 2; Submission to Professional Organizations Committee, supra note 25 at 10. This review mechanism is already in place in British Columbia.

- the creation of a public defender system. [See Note 113 below]

Note 113: Scott Address, supra note 26 at 20.

- an increase in court fees. [See Note 114 below]

Note 114: Ibid.

- the creation of any "central government bureaucracy, department or commission to oversee the legal profession and significantly alter the current form of self-government for lawyers...." [See Note 115 below]

Note 115: Manitoba Response, supra note 18 at 5.

- the creation of "judicial conduct committees" or the development of a "written code of judicial conduct" -- said to be an American "horror story." [See Note 116 below]

Note 116: Scott Address, supra note 26 at 22-27.

All of this is heavy duty for professional myth. Let us now probe the adequacy of our myths as measured against the standard of historical research.

VII. PROFESSIONAL HISTORIAN'S FALLACIES

Unfortunately, the ways in which history is used in contemporary Canadian lawyers' apologetics fails miserably whether evaluated by the standards of logic governing historical research or by the substantive historical findings reported in published scholarship relating to the history of the legal professions.

One of the most striking features of professional myth in Canada is the way in which "historical" accounts of the origins of the contemporary structures of regulation in Canada are offered in the place of rigorous policy analysis. David Hackett Fischer, author of the influential book Historians' Fallacies, explains this as one of several "fallacies of narration":

The genetic fallacy mistakes the becoming of a thing for the thing which it has become. In other words, it is the erroneous idea that "an actual history of any science, art, or social institution can take the place of a [nontemporal] logical analysis of its structure."

The most hateful forms of the genetic fallacy are those which convert a temporal sequence into an ethical system -- history into morality. This pernicious error was embedded in a movement called historicism, which flourished in Germany during the period 1790-1930.... Historicism was many things to many people, but in a general way its epistemology was idealist, its politics were antidemocratic, its aesthetics were romantic, and its ethics were organized around the nasty idea that whatever is becoming, is right. [See Note 117 below]


The "genetic fallacy" pervades Canadian lawyers' apologetics. It is, perhaps, the single most important failing of what passes for analysis in contemporary legal writing.
Beyond this, most of Fischer's "fallacies of narration" appear with some frequency in Canadian lawyers' apologetics. Time and space preclude a full development or illustration of these. For present purposes it suffices to note that professional apologetics is chock-full of errors in historical logic including fallacies of anachronism, [See Note 118 below] and of presentism [See Note 119 below] in all its mutations [See Note 120 below] (including the very crudest form of "Whig" history), [See Note 121 below] the antiquarian fallacy, [See Note 122 below] the fallacies of tunnel history [See Note 123 below] and false periodization, [See Note 124 below] the telescopic fallacy, [See Note 125 below] the interminable fallacy, [See Note 126 below] the fallacy of archetypes, [See Note 127 below] the static fallacy, [See Note 128 below] the fallacy of presumptive continuity, [See Note 129 below] and, especially, the didactic fallacy. [See Note 130 below]

Note 118: "[T]he description, analysis, or judgment of an event as if it occurred at some point in time other than when it actually happened." (ibid. at 132-33).

Note 119: "[A] complex anachronism, in which the antecedent in a narrative series is falsified by being defined or interpreted in terms of the consequent. Sometimes called the fallacy of nunc pro tunc, it is the mistaken idea that the proper way to do history is to prune away the dead branches of the past, and to preserve the green buds and twigs which have grown into the dark forest of our contemporary world." (ibid. at 135).

Note 120: In one example cited by Fischer, "backward projections of present phenomena so grossly distorts the past that the reader receives an utterly erroneous idea of events in earlier periods, and of tendencies in his own as well." (ibid. at 136).

Note 121: "No discussion of presentism in history can be complete without the classic example of the 'Whig interpretation of history,' which has been defined by Herbert Butterfield the 'tendency in many historians to write on the side of Protestants and Whigs, to praise revolutions provided they have been successful, to emphasize certain principles of progress in the past and to produce a story which is the ratification if not the glorification of the present.'" (ibid. at 139, quoting H. Butterfield, "Preface" in The Whig Interpretation of History (London: G. Bell and Sons, 1931)).

Note 122: "An antiquarian is a collector of dead facts, which he stuffs full of sawdust and separately encloses in small glass cases. Often, he is a gentleman (or lady) of respectable origins who is utterly alienated from the present. The past serves him as a sanctuary from a sordid world which he neither accepts nor understands." (Fischer, ibid. at 140).

Note 123: "[I]dentified by J. H. Hexter, and so-named after the tendency of many historians to 'split the past into a series of tunnels, each continuous from the remote past to the present, but practically self-contained at every point and sealed off from contact with or contamination by anything that was going on in any of the other tunnels. At their entrances these tunnels bore signs saying diplomatic history, political history, institutional history, ecclesiastical history, intellectual history, military history, economic history, legal history, administrative history, art history, colonial history, social history, agricultural history, and so on, and so on.'" (ibid. at 194-95).

Note 124: "[A]ssigning inappropriate temporal limits to a historical problem." (ibid. at 144).

Note 125: Which "makes a long story short. It appears in interpretations which reduce an extended trend to a momentary transformation." (ibid. at 147).

Note 126: Which "makes a short story long, or a long story longer than it ought to be. It is a temporal form of a false extrapolation a developmental trend stretched beyond the breaking point." (ibid. at 149-50).

Note 127: "[C]onceptualizing change in terms of the re-enactment of primordial archetypes which exist outside of time. It is a method in which an event acquires meaning as a re-enactment of some aboriginal and atemporal model.... The myth of the return is an antithesis to time, change, and history itself. When it is used by a historian to conceptualize his subject, then it becomes a fallacy, for the myth implies that what is real does not change." (ibid. at 150-51).

Note 128: "[A]ny attempt to conceptualize a dynamic problem in static terms. This form of error represents an intermediate stage of historical consciousness, in which change is perceived merely as the emergence of a nonchanging entity ... a good many liberal textbook historians of the American republic tend to conceptualize their dynamic subject in terms of the unfolding of a static idea of democratic society, which slowly reveals itself through three centuries, without ever really changing in the process. The result is a historiographical equivalent of the Dunce of the Seven Veils...." (ibid. at 153).

Note 129: "[T]he fallacy of presumptive continuity and the fallacy of presumptive change are two fundamental forms of error which came to mind in a reading of Barrington Moore's Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy. Moore criticizes his colleagues for an assumption of social inertia in their work.... But I wonder if Moore has committed the counterfallacy of presumptive change. They are both equally indefensible." (ibid. at 154-55).
Note 130: "[T]he attempt to extract specific 'lessons' from history, and to apply them literally as policies to present problems, without regard for intervening changes." (ibid. at 157).

Being lawyers, professional apologists are peculiarly susceptible to the logical error of "argument ad verecundiam," [See Note 131 below] which involves reliance on authority rather than logic to bludgeon those who may hold opposing views into submission. Argument ad verecundiam appears in most of its possible forms in contemporary professional apologetics: "never use a little word when a big one will do"; [See Note 132 below] padding "a lean thesis with fat footnotes which are irrelevant, or superfluous"; [See Note 133 below] "the use of quotations ... employed for forensic rather than empirical purposes"; [See Note 134 below] and the excessive reliance on "the authority of the printed page," involving a tendency to believe anything found in written form. [See Note 135 below]

Note 131: Ibid. at 283.
Note 132: Ibid. at 285.
Note 133: Ibid. at 286.
Note 134: Ibid. at 286-87.
Note 135: Ibid. at 290.

For fear of myself falling into the error of argument ad verecundiam -- by sustaining "a thesis ... by the length of its exposition" [See Note 136 below] -- I will decline the opportunity to engage in any detailed measurement of our apologetic literatures against the standards of historical logic. In general, canonical statements are most suspect in this regard -- a coincidence which taints the entire project. These literatures lapse into teleological functionalism and perpetuate myths as to continuity with an ancient English tradition along with myths as to what that tradition involves. They "translate" eighteenth century statutes into a language of democracy and individual right. Though pleasing to contemporary sensibilities, this strategy is misleading in the extreme for the "translation" involves the major historical gaff of conflating eighteenth century constitutionalism with late twentieth century democracy. [See Note 137 below]

Note 136: Ibid. at 287.
Note 137: For a parallel critique of a recent contribution to the history of crime in Canada see Romney, Book Review, supra note 69.

Canonical statements are also rife with the linking of ideas which obscure historical experience while purporting to reflect it. One example developed from a passage widely cited in professional apologetics will suffice for illustration and also provide a point of connection with the next portion of this article -- which provides a narrative of what historical research concerning the legal profession has to say to us.

The independence of the Bar from the state in all its pervasive manifestations is one of the hallmarks of a free society. Consequently, regulation of these members of the law profession by the state must, so far as by human ingenuity it can be so designed, be free from state interference.... The public interest in a free society knows no area more sensitive than the independence, impartiality and availability to the general public of the members of the Bar and through these members, legal advice and services generally. The uniqueness of position of the barrister and solicitor in the community may well have led the province to select self-administration as the mode for administrative control over the supply of legal services throughout the community. Having said all that, it must be remembered that the assignment of administrative control to the field of self-administration by the profession is subject to such important protective restraints as the taxation officer, the appeal to the courts from action by the Benchers, the presence of the Attorney General as an ex-officio member of the Benchers and the legislative need of some or all of the authority granted to the Law Society. [See Note 138 below]

Note 138: Estey J. in A.-G. v. L.S.B.C., supra note 77 at 335-36 (quoted in full or in part in "Bishop Submission," supra note 22 at 4; Spence Address, supra note 26 at 6; Brief to the Minister Newfoundland, supra note 16 at 6-7; Manitoba Response, supra note 18 at 4; approved by Iacobucci J. in Pearlman, supra note 62 at 105).

It is easy to allow a passage such as this to wash over us without much critical assessment. It sounds so fine, so logical, so necessary. In fact, however, the passage consists of one unexplained logical leap piled upon another. It deconstructs itself completely on what is called a "literal" reading of the text and disintegrates entirely when the
actual historical record of the legal professions in the common law world is juxtaposed with assumed historical trajectories.

At the most elementary level it should be jarring to any critical reader to be told in one sentence that "x" or "y" or "z" must, for tremendously important political reasons, be insulated from state interference only to read, just three sentences later, a celebration of the direct participation of a member of cabinet (the Attorney-General) and of the legislature in that very sphere of activity! The fact that, as lawyers, we do not notice this should be a source of great embarrassment to us.

So too should the leaps of logic involved in simultaneously celebrating the virtues of an "independent" barristers' profession and the creation of a governing body with extensive powers of rule-making and punishment. A bare dictionary definition reveals "independent" to mean "not depending on authority"; [See Note 139 below] yet the statutory creation of governing bodies which exist only to subject barristers to the authority of a political structure (albeit one not directly part of the "state") is celebrated as mysteriously enhancing rather than infringing upon the independence of barristers. The fact that it is probably very difficult for most modern Canadian lawyers to even perceive a logical flaw here only shows how entirely captive we are to a particular mentality. This was not always the case. In England throughout the nineteenth century, it was widely thought that in order for barristers to provide the political benefits associated with an independent legal profession they would need to be independent from the organized bar, not just from the state. [See Note 140 below] That this is not widely known is testimony to the powerful silencing capability of "winners' history" in the professional realm.


My reference to English practice in the nineteenth century is not, in this context, merely the conditioned reflex of a colonial suffering a severe case of cultural cringe. Our legal professions widely celebrate the English inheritance without knowing what it is we supposedly inherited. In a third compression of historical experience, Estey J. confused the histories and functions of two quite distinct English legal professions, treating the barristers' and solicitors' professions as indistinguishable antecedents to the contemporary unified legal profession in Anglo-Canada. The leap in logic and in history is accomplished in short space, only two sentences separating the idea that an independent bar is "one of the hallmarks of a free society" and the quite distinct emphasis on the "uniqueness of position of the barrister and solicitor...." Earlier generations of Canadian lawyers well understood that "the legal profession in Canada is made up of two distinct professions with different duties, different responsibilities and liabilities, different history and traditions, and subject to different rules." [See Note 141 below] But our real historical memory is short.

Note 141: C.J.M. Mathers, "Legal Ethics" (Address to Manitoba Bar Association, 19 May 1920) at 6 [Archive of Manitoba Legal History, Acc. No. 49.A222].

No student of the history of English lawyers would ever confuse the professions of barrister and solicitor in this way. To this day those professions are distinct. They perform different functions, are qualified through different professional structures and have emerged through different historical trajectories. There may indeed be good reason to seek to enhance or to celebrate the "independence" of an advocates' profession. With the notable exception of the English profession, [See Note 142 below] it may be the case that an active advocates' profession has in fact done much to advance the development of political or economic liberalism [See Note 143 below] through speech and actions in the courtroom. It takes a peculiarly rose-tinted view of the world to find such heroism in the mundane world of solicitors' transactions -- past or present. There is a tremendous leap of faith involved in arguing from the standpoint of a political appreciation of the independence of advocates for a regulatory regime which subjects both advocate and professional form-filler to the same regulatory regimen. In Canada, barristers and solicitors become one. That one, it seems, is the barrister.

Note 142: C. Robbins, Eighteenth-Century Commonwealthman (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959) argues that in George II's England, "Lawyers ... were protectors of tradition and contributed little to the development of liberalism in any way." (ibid. at 294-95). See also P. Lucas, "Collective Biography of Students and Barristers of
Lincoln's Inn, 1680-1804: A Study in the 'Aristocratic Resurgence' of the Eighteenth Century" (1974) 46 J. Mod. Hist. 242. I am grateful to Wilfrid Prest for bringing these sources to my attention.


The same sentence which produces this elision of distinct professions also provides us with an historical fiction which stands in place of historical enquiry. It is simply assumed that "the province" appreciated the "uniqueness" of our diurne legal profession and therefore opted to create a system of "self-administration." This assumed history suppresses the reality of conflict, disagreement and negotiation which has accompanied many changes in the structures of legal professionalism in Canada. It obliterates human agency or self-interest altogether, foreclosing rather than opening up historical enquiry. Like so much of professional apologetics, it denies history by assuming that what is has always been: it is presumed that nothing significant has happened in professional organization or structure or politics since long-gone days when "self-governance" emerged, fully formed. Such assumptions are the antithesis of the historical imagination.

VIII. HISTORIANS OF LAWYERS

Not all accounts of the legal profession in history are so much distorted by the pressing day-to-day concerns of contemporary institutions. While it is regrettable that more primary historical research on the history of the organized legal profession is not underway, it is much more seriously a matter of regret that contemporary professional apologetics is produced in apparent ignorance of the scholarly work which is available. Many fine historians have addressed aspects of the history of the legal profession in Canada, [See Note 144 below] the United States, [See Note 145 below] Australia, [See Note 146 below] and the United Kingdom. [See Note 147 below]

It would be rash -- indeed, ahistorical -- to attempt to construct any singular storyline from these disparate literatures dealing, as they do, with many professional bodies on three continents over four centuries. Nonetheless, at least three important points sit uneasily with history-as-Canadian-lawyers-would-like-it-to-be.

First, scholarly histories of common law legal professions point to the novelty rather than the antiquity of many contemporary professional structures, reflecting, as Eric Hobsbawm would have it, the fact that "'[t]raditions' which appear or claim to be old are often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented." [See Note 148 below] Because of the extraordinary reliance placed on appeals to "history" in (Anglo-Canadian) professional apologetics, this simple observation may have far-reaching implications. Far from having existed since time immemorial, each of the hallmarks of modern Canadian legal professionalism, as that concept is now understood by lawyers' governing bodies, is of relatively recent origin: monopoly, education, disciplinary powers, codes of ethics. What is more, the modern web of professionalism did not even emerge "naturally" from the irresistible though pure urges of colonial lawyers in British North America to emulate an Imperial model. It is rather the product of their deliberate attempt to create a new professionalism peculiarly suited to the needs of a twentieth century North American state and heavily influenced from south of the border. [See Note 149 below] Leaders of the British legal professions all opposed the development of a professional ethical code when Winnipeg lawyers spearheaded that initiative in 1919. [See Note 150 below] The Law Society of England and Wales has never had the sorts of powers that Canadian law societies now take for granted [See Note 151 below] while the English bar, regardless of what the Law Society of Upper Canada may have said in 1833 or in 1979, did not even begin to develop into a disciplinary institution until the mid-nineteenth century! [See Note 152 below]


Note 150: See W.W. Pue, "Becoming Ethical," ibid.

Note 151: R.L. Abel, Legal Profession in England and Wales, supra note 147.

Note 152: R. Cocks, Foundations of the Modern Bar, supra note 147; "Demons," supra note 82; "Rebels at the Bar," supra note 82; "Moral Panic," supra note 82. See also Abel, ibid.

A second point which emerges from the scholarly literature is that the legal profession has not always been as single-minded and pure of heart in the pursuit of the public interest as the law societies across Canada would have us believe. Very powerful arguments have been made to the effect that lawyers have used their professional organizations first and foremost to advance their own collective economic interest rather than the public interest at large. [See Note 153 below] For very many reasons I think this is an unhelpful over-simplification, perhaps even an entirely misleading formulation. [See Note 154 below] Nonetheless, if one is committed to the workings of the free market (as most of the leaders of Canadian legal professions would claim to be), the institutions of the legal profession and the histories of many types of interference with free market principles, including freedom of contract, the suppression of economic competitors, restrictions on entry and so on do, to say the least, seem problematic. Certainly, Canadian legal professions have been slow off the mark (generally responding only to great public
pressure) to introduce many of the measures of public protection that contemporary law society leaders celebrate. [See Note 155 below]


Thirdly, the history of the organized legal professions in Canada, England and the U.S.A. reveals that lawyers have not always virtuously sought to advance the cause of liberty, democracy and the Canadian way. Professional organizations would be pleased to project the image that they stand somehow apart from politics. They do not. All organizations have their own internal politics -- "office" politics, if you will. Moreover, the people who staff and set policy for organizations of all sorts have their own politics, values, opinions. These are not, cannot, be left outside the law society door. The politics which organized legal professions have in fact advanced has not always been liberative. In Canada, it is notorious that the British Columbia law society participated in a McCarthyist suppression of democratic communists after the Second World War, [See Note 156 below] while Auerbach has documented a pervasive racism, anti-semitism and class bias in the early "American Bar Association." [See Note 157 below] The early nineteenth century English bar conspired to preclude the admission of individuals of democratic principle -- and were roundly criticized for this in the first Reform Parliament. [See Note 158 below] In fact, there is no well-documented case of an exercise of disciplinary powers against a barrister by the English Inns of Court during at least the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century, which is entirely free from the taint of political suppression. [See Note 159 below] Auerbach, Horwitz and Foster have all described an American legal profession captive to large corporate interests. [See Note 160 below] Backhouse paints a rather unflattering picture of active opposition to equality for women within the Ontario legal profession. [See Note 161 below] We do not know exactly how or why a code of professional ethics was first developed in Canada but we do know that it emerged from a professional culture which was xenophobic, elitist and generally aligned with capital interests against ordinary citizens. [See Note 162 below] Far from advancing a liberal notion of advocacy -- now all the rage within our governing bodies -- the original Canadian Bar Association code of ethics was heavy on duties to "the State" and very light on the theme of vigorous advocacy on behalf of the client. [See Note 163 below] It is distinctly possible that Canadian lawyers in the early twentieth century developed their profession wholly or partially in order to constrain a democracy which they found frightening. [See Note 164 below]


Note 157: J.A. Auerbach, Unequal Justice: Lawyers and Social Change in Modern America, supra note 145.

Note 158: Inns of Court, supra note 140.


Note 160: J.S. Auerbach, Unequal Justice: Lawyers and Social Change in Modern America, supra note 145; Horwitz, supra note 145; Foster, supra note 145.

Note 161: Backhouse, supra note 144; C. Backhouse, Petticoats and Prejudice: Women and Law in Nineteenth-Century Canada (Toronto: The Osgoode Society, 1991) at 293, c. 10, "Lawyering: Clara Brett Martin, Canada's First Woman Lawyer."

Note 162: W.W. Pue, "Becoming Ethical," supra note 82.

Note 163: Ibid. at 274-77, 267, 267 100n., 267 102n.

Note 164: See W.W. Pue, "Lawyers and the Constitution of Political Society: Containing Radicalism and Maintaining Order in Prairie Canada, 1900-1930," supra note 149.
IX. LAWYER'S HISTORIES: ENGLAND, U.S.A., CANADA -- WHO CARES?
I do not offer these observations as an objective or complete "truth": only as a partial corrective to some of the worst excesses of professional myth as it is propagated in Canada at the present time.

Bridging the gap between historical research and professional rhetoric is essential if we are to develop a perspective on the legal profession, its history and its role in contemporary Canadian society capable of transcending Frye's "cliché and prejudice and stock response." [See Note 165 below] All too often what is presented as "professional" history is merely a melange of assumptions or guesses as to what the history of the legal profession might look like in England or Canada or the U.S.A., far too casually backed up even with reference to existing secondary literatures, much less by credible primary research.

Note 165: Frye, supra note 4 at 185.

There is some reason for optimism, however. Whatever the failings of comprehension made manifest in their writings, it is encouraging that professional organizations recognize the importance of the history of the legal profession to contemporary practice. Some Canadian legal professions have even acted on this by taking steps to preserve the written records of their history for future generations. The law societies of Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia have established archives programs under the direction of professional archivists. The pool of knowledge and talent represented by Dr. Susan Binnie, Rick Klumpenhower, Bernice Chong and their staffs provides an invaluable resource. The Law Society of Upper Canada has even commissioned a "bicentennial" history to be written by a professional historian. Moreover, every decent Canadian law school now has at least one legal historian on faculty, as do an increasing number of university history faculties. A surprising number of these individuals have worked on the history of the legal profession.

Despite these facts, there are daunting problems to be confronted. The first obstacle lies in bridging the gap which renders the findings of historical research invisible to those who prepare law society reports, documents and submissions. There has been remarkably little cross-fertilization between history for history's sake and history as professional apologetics.

Moreover, there is a huge amount of basic research yet to be done. The depths of our ignorance are unfathomed. Canada has not yet developed a reasonably complete historical literature on the life and times of even one of its provincial law societies, much less the sorts of synthesis and reflection or prosopography of professional organizations which lies beyond that. More seriously perhaps, we have no credible accounts of the histories of local bar associations and similar professional organizations in the Ottawa Valley, New Westminster, Calgary, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Toronto or elsewhere. Even that peculiarly Canadian engine of twentieth-century professionalization, the Canadian Bar Association, is uncharted historical territory.

We know virtually nothing of the lives of individuals who played obviously crucial roles in Canadian professional formation: James Aikins, H.A. Robson or Chief Justice Mathers of Manitoba; Dr. James Muir of Alberta; Leon Ladner of British Columbia and so on and so on and so on. Even Ontario's William Renwick Riddell is virtual terra incognita despite the ready availability of voluminous published materials and private records. If the "lords" of the profession in times past are almost unknown to us, the ordinary labourers are lost entirely. For most of Canadian history we have no idea whatsoever of where Canadian lawyers have come from, who they were, where they have been trained or how they were socialized.

Similarly, the history of professional ideals, aspirations, ideologies and influences remains to be researched. We have assumed that English influences have been dominant, but have never systematically explored the influences on Canadian legal professionalism from south of the Canadian border or north of the English. [See Note 166 below] Within Canada, an extremely detrimental assumption has been that the only important developments must have been in Ontario, with the result that the professional histories of the rest of Canada have been almost entirely ignored. The patterns of professional interchange and cross-fertilization of ideas from west to east, from east to centre and between Quebec and the other jurisdictions remains entirely unexplored.

Note 166: The influences of Scottish law have been left virtually unstudied. A fruitful exploration of Scottish influences on American law is C. Paul Rogers III, "Scots Law in Post-Revolution and Nineteenth-Century America: The Neglected Jurisprudence" (1990) 8 Law & Hist. Rev. 205. DeLloyd Guth has begun an interesting project aimed at reclaiming the history of Scottish influences on Canadian legal structures including the legal profession: D. Guth, "Canada's Four Legal Inheritances" in W.W. Pue & D. Guth, eds., Canada's Legal Inheritances (Winnipeg: Legal Research Institute and University of Manitoba Press, 1995) [forthcoming].
We know far less than we ought to as regards the development of the modern "hallmarks" of professionalism -- education, ethics, monopoly -- within the Canadian legal profession. We do not know, for example, why a code of professional conduct emerged from prairie Canada in the 1910s nor why it had been resisted in Ontario a decade earlier. We do not know what motivated lawyers to seek self-disciplinary powers in the 1920s or to police so-called "unauthorized practice" in the 1930s, and we have no systematic study of the exercise of professional discipline in Canada over time, or of other ways in which the "ideal" lawyer has been constructed in various periods. [See Note 167 below] Though better studied, we still know far less about the history of legal education in Canada than we ought to.

Note 167: The exemplary work of Espeland and Halliday on Chicago lawyers' obituaries is intriguing in this latter respect. It can and should be duplicated in Canada. See: W. Espeland & T.C. Halliday, "Death Becomes Them: Commemoration, Biography and the Ritual Reconstruction of Professional Identity Among Chicago Lawyers in the Late Nineteenth Century" (Paper presented to U.S.A. Law and Society Association Conference, 1994).

So too, the work Dr. Schollenberg has done on the history of professional discipline of physicians in Manitoba is suggestive of work that should be undertaken with respect to the various legal professions across Canada. See E. Schollenberg, The Discipline of Doctors in Manitoba: A Historical and Comparative Perspective (LL.M. thesis, University of Manitoba, 1992).

Despite an increasing recognition of the importance of learning more about what lawyers actually do when they are working as lawyers, [See Note 168 below] the mundane world of legal practice has been left virtually unexplored by Canadian legal historians. We have very little idea of the clients served or interests advanced by Canadian lawyers at any period in the past. [See Note 169 below] We simply have no idea which specifically "legal" tasks lawyers have performed for their clients or how the range or quality of services provided by lawyers in any given place and time was different from similar services provided by "nonprofessional" competitors.


The tasks before us, then, are enormous. Unfortunately, they are compounded by obstacles of all sorts. Important historical records are destroyed daily across Canada or, more benevolently, simply left to rot. Few of Canada's professional bodies have developed archives programs and each of those in existence could profit from much more generous financial support. Climate-controlled, secure deposit sites for legal history materials are rare. A portion of Manitoba's crucially important legal history, for example, is housed in a small private archive maintained by the volunteer labour of one or two individuals and in space provided by the Faculty of Law. Far from providing an ideal temperature-controlled environment, the stacks are located underneath heating pipes in a basement area which is subject to flooding when the Red River runs high -- and yet there is at least something in Manitoba.

The problem of records and archives management is compounded by the effects of the contemporary economic crisis which afflicts Canadian higher education. Unlike other forms of legal research, legal history work is extremely labour-intensive and often requires travel to remote locations in order to access old and rare documents. There is virtually no funding to be found for legal history research. Canada lacks entirely the structures of research fellowships, graduate scholarships, research centres, university research funding and infrastructure support which sustains advanced research in the U.S.A. In the present economic climate, this problem is becoming worse, not better.
Nor do the universities provide a haven for historical contemplation. Legal historians within history departments still have a long way to go to persuade their colleagues that their work differs from the unfashionable and entirely discredited "institutional" approaches with which legal history was once associated. This is especially difficult in areas such as history of the legal profession where, after all, one is to some degree studying the development of an institution.

Legal history is confronted with even more severe obstacles within the law faculties. Most law graduates are ill-prepared by their undergraduate legal education, professional employment or the truncated experience of graduate studies provided by the LL.M. degree for the multiple challenges of historical research. The self-taught retraining program lawyers must put themselves through is difficult, unpleasant and time-consuming. It is also, as an encounter with the unknown, frightening. Far easier, more comfortable, and safer is a strategy in the pursuit of appointment, tenure, promotion or consulting fees to summarize doctrinal developments or to operate safely at the level of abstract theory unhindered by the need to touch down in empirical history.

Finally, the experience of researching professional history in Canada has, frankly, been frustrating for some who have tried. My own research has taken me to the historical records of five English legal professions and to law society records in five Canadian provinces. While there are great variations within Canada, this experience has generally been such as to persuade me that the easier and more pleasant task by far is to research the history of the English legal professions. [See Note 170 below]

Note 170: I hope this does not sound unduly critical. At a personal level I have been treated very well indeed by three Canadian professional associations with whom I have worked and cordially received by one other. I will always be grateful to Roy Schaeffer and Susan Binnie at the Law Society of Upper Canada Archives, to Deborah McCawley, Chief Executive Officer of the Manitoba Law Society, to Rick Klumpenhouver of the Alberta Legal Archives, to Bernice Chong, Archivist for the Law Society of British Columbia, and to John Martland, past President of the Law Society of Alberta.

Canadian law societies could be more "user-friendly." At least one graduate student was denied access to records that were crucial to his research. [See Note 171 below] In another case, interesting and important records were opened for a preliminary study by one graduate student researcher [See Note 172 below] only to be closed thereafter to anyone who might want to follow up or further develop the intriguing issues he had opened.

Note 171: Two Cultures, supra note 144.

Note 172: Governance, supra note 144. Sibenik's discussion at 164 ff of complaints lodged against the St. Paul de Metis firm of Beaudry and McPheeters raises a number of fascinating questions relating to the multiple cleavages of Alberta society at the time (ethnicity, political ideology, language, rural-urban, professional-agrarian, etc.). The author was, of course, unable to explore these in depth in the context of an M.A. thesis on a broader topic. Law Society records on these matters are now closed to researchers under the Law Society of Alberta's "access" protocol.

Some Canadian professional associations still seem bemused by the thought that they might actually be worthy of historical study (on the theory that everything important must have happened somewhere else and longer ago). They are also, perhaps, a tad suspicious of historical researchers who might think otherwise. All too often our professional associations have no policy whatsoever regarding maintenance of records or access protocols. Such policies as do exist fall far too often, as Professor Esau has pointed out, into the "fire or ice" categories: rather than developing sensible access protocols, lawyers are inclined towards extremist policies requiring either the burning of records or putting them permanently "on ice," freezing out historical enquiry entirely. [See Note 173 below]

Note 173: A. Esau, "Fire and Ice: Confidentiality and Legal Records" (Paper given at University of Manitoba Legal Research Institute Law Faculty Seminar, 16 October 1992, and revised from original presentation made at Conference on Legal Records, 2 November 1991).

And yet the task must be undertaken, the obstacles confronted. The history of the legal profession lives, as law society publications from coast to coast reveal, in contemporary apologetics. It is crucially important that we constantly seek to produce better history and, in so doing, better "myth."

* * *
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